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Abstract. Ubiquitous computing brings various information and knowledge 
derived from different sources, under which Bayesian networks are widely used 
to cope with the uncertainty and imprecision. In this paper, we propose a 
modular Bayesian network system to extract context information by cooperative 
inference of multiple modules, which guarantees reliable inference compared to 
the monolithic Bayesian network without losing its strength like the ease of 
management of knowledge and scalability. Moreover, to provide a lightweight 
updating method for highly complicated environment, we propose a novel 
method of preserving inter-module dependencies by linking modules virtually, 
which extends d-separation to an inter-modular concept to control local 
information to be delivered only to relevant modules. Experimental results 
show that the proposed modular Bayesian networkscan keep inter-modular 
causalities in a time-saving manner. This paper implies that a context-aware 
system can be easily developed by exploiting Bayesian network fractions 
independently designed or learned in many domains. 

Keywords: modular Bayesian network, selective inference, virtual linking, 
inter-modular d-separation, context-aware decision making. 

1 Introduction 

Solving real world decision problems often requires the fusion of information and 
knowledge derived from different sources of data and evidence. Unfortunately, 
however, the fusion accompanies uncertainty and imprecision which are likely to be 
unexpected in designing process. These may cause problems in decision making 
mainly due to, for instance, a lack of information, error in measurements, or 
ambiguous meanings in criteria and assessments. This gives rise to the demand for 
novel methods and efficient techniques for managing and integrating various types of 
uncertainty within a coherent framework, so as to ultimately improve decision 
analysis in complex decision situations. These research issues have recently received 
considerable attention, especially Bayesian probabilistic approach is widely adopted 
to deal with these innate problems of decision making. 

Bayesian network (BN) is a robust tool for practical problems which involve high 
level of uncertainty. But utilizing it in the large scale domains is difficult because 
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considerable effort is put on designing and maintaining the network. Besides, it is 
unable to entirely apply on ubiquitous devices since lots of computation power and 
resources are required in the inference process. For these reasons modular approach is 
applied in several studies such as landmark detection with mobile devices [1] and 
distributed multiple sensor networks [2].  

There have been many studies on developing context-aware application based on a 
probabilistic approach. Li et al. used a probabilistic model for active affective state 
detection of a user [3]. They utilized dynamic Bayesian network and the utility theory 
in order to reason the user's states like fatigue, nervousness, and confusion. They 
showed the probabilistic approach could handle the information in uncertainty.  
Table 1 shows the comparison among some related works. 

Table 1. Related works 

Author 
Modular 
approach 

Structure 
modification 

Time 
complexity 

Description 

U. Kjaerulff 
(1994) [7] 

X O O 
Removing weak 
dependenciesbefore 
inference 

M. Marengononi et 
al.(2003) [5] 

O O X 
Hierarchicallystructured 
BN 

B. Brandherm et al. 
(2005) [8] 

X X O 

Nodes with the value 
which are lowerthe 
threshold are not 
considered in DBN 

A. Krause et al. 
(2006) [4] 

O X X 
Separated 
classifiermodules to 
infera user's activity 

H. Tu et al. 
(2006) [6] 

O X O 
Hybridization of BN 
and HMM  

Y. Xiang et al. 
(2007) [9] 

O O X 
Shafer-
Shenoyalgorithm based 
lazypropagation method 

 
This paper proposes a modular Bayesian network (MBN) system for facilitating 

context-aware decision making. Improved virtual linking method is devised to 
represent and preserve inter-modular dependencies regardless of a common node's 
properties. Selective inference algorithm is also presented as a way to reduce time 
complexity of MBN by limiting the range of modules to be evaluated. Proposed MBN 
system provides not only reliable decision making based on context-aware 
information but also easier way of representing and managing probabilistic 
knowledge. It also enables the integration of information on ubiquitous devices which 
have relatively limited computing power and available resources. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces several 
definitions and proposed methods including inter-modular d-separation, virtual 
linking, and selective inference. Section 3 evaluates the accuracy and time of 
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inference in MBN compared to monolithic BN system to analyze whether MBN 
system fully reflects causalities and lessens the computation required. Section 4 
concludes the paper with an overview and future work. 

2 Modular Bayesian Network 

Bayesian network is a popular tool widely used for statistical knowledge 
representation which machines can easily understand. Modular Bayesian networks are 
an extended version ofBayesian network. MBN has the basic BN's features such as d-
separation[10] and increasing complexityas the growing number of parent nodes. 
Besides, it is possible to apply BN's inference or learningalgorithms to MBN without 
modification.In MBN, however, it is more difficult to keep dependencies between 
variables, especially inter-modularcausality due to its modular property. In addition, a 
cleverer method is required in inference sinceupdating the whole MBN given small 
change of observation would take considerable resources and time.To work out these 
problems, we propose a virtual linking method and selective inference. 

2.1 Definitions 

MBN consists of multiple BN units (BN modules) which are connected withother 
units according to their causality relationships. BN, BN modules, and MBN are 
defined as follows. 

 
Definition 1 (Bayesian network): Bayesian networkis a probabilistic graphical 
model that represents casual relationships between random variables. BN consists of 
variables V, edges E=(Vi, Vj), and conditional probability table P(V). When evidence 
eis given the posterior probability P(V|e) is calculated by applying the chain rule as 
(1): 
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wherePa(V) indicates the set of parent nodes and e means the evidence. 
 
Definition 2 (BN module): A BN module Ψi= (Gi, Pi) is a Bayesian network 
represented byGi= (Vi, Ei)where Vi’s are variables and Ei= (Vi, Vj)are directed edges 
from Vito Vj, and Pi is the conditional probability. A BN module is a basic unit of a 
problem domain for perceiving contextual information. 

 
Definition 3 (Modular Bayesian networks): MBN Ώconsists of a 2-tuple (M, R) 
where Mrepresents BN modules and Rindicatesthe causality between BN modules. 
Let two BN modules be defined as Ψi= ((Vi, Ei), Pi) and Ψj= ((Vj, Ej), Pj), and have an 
influence on each other. Then, a link R= {<Ψi,Ψi> | i≠ j, Vi∩ Vj≠ Ø}is created and able 
to affect or be affected by defining asharing node. 
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2.2 Inter-modular d-separation 

A BN module can be a cause or result of the connected module by forming a 
hierarchical structure. Otherwise, two modules can affect sharing nodes with 
causative edges or share nodes as an input node with incoming edges to the modules. 
These relations between BN modules are defined by extending the concept of d-
separation which has three types: serial, converging,and diverging 
connectionrepresented in Fig. 1. 

 

Serial Converging Diverging
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М j
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М j
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Fig. 1. Three connection types between BN modules 

These connection types lead different aspects of information flow between 
modules according to the status of sharing nodes. When hard evidence is set on the 
sharing node S, two modules Ψiand Ψjare d-separated defined as Ψi⊥mΨj| S. d-
separation between modules ⊥mmeans any changes in Ψior Ψjcannot affect connected 
module. On the contrary, modules with converging edges have d-separationrelation 
when Shas no hard evidence, Ψi⊥mΨj. These relations are summarized as (2). 
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The concept of d-separation between BN modules is required to cover the case in 
which there is no direct connection between modules. This is defined as modular d-
separation. 

 
Definition 4 (Modular d-separation): Two modules, Ψiand Ψj, have modular d-
separation relation when there is no connected path π= <Ψi, ...,Ψj> given the evidence 
set. When there is more than one path, it is called as modular d-connection. 
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3 Inference with Modular Bayesian Networks 

Evaluating MBN is the most important process. In order toperformthe whole 
inference process, it requires multiple steps controlled by components.First, MBN 
system picks the target nodes which are mostly needed to probe based on the context 
information collected so far. If a module contains a target node, it becomes target 
module. When target modules arefixed, each module is prioritized to decide 
precedence of evaluating.This is a crux of MBN system since a minor change in 
precedence between modules would cause huge difference in posterior probability 
even when the same evidence set is given.Then newly observed evidence is 
distributed to BN modulesso that evaluation is conducted.This process is summarized 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Modular Bayesian network system components needed in inference 

3.1 Preserving Causalities 

It is a crucial problem to capture the correct causalities between variables in general 
Bayesian networks. The same property is also required in modular Bayesian network 
for reliable result. We devise a virtual linking method as a way of maintaining 
causality whichfacilitates communication between BN modules. 

 
Definition 5 (Virtual linking method): Virtual linking method is a technique which 
enables each BN modules to convey its internal inference results to the other 
connected modules. BN modules are virtually linked when module Ψiand Ψjhave at 
least a sharing node, S. The inference results of Ψi,Bel(Si)={p1, p2,..., pn}, is 
propagated to Ψjby coercing the initial probability of a node Sjof Ψjin accordance with 
Bel(Si). The initial probability of a shared node in a moduleis controlled by utilizing a 
virtual node. 
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Definition 6(Virtual node): A virtual node is an auxiliary node which is added on a 
network[7]. It sets virtual evidence which has uncertainty associated with it. Virtual 
node V is linked to a target node Tas a child node; causality from T to S. Probability of 
Vis set according to the target probability of T. 

 

Local inference result of BN module can be passed to all other modules by utilizing a 
virtual node. So, it is a crux of virtual linking method to calculate the probability of 
virtual node given target probabilities for a shared node. This calculation process can 
be dealt with two cases: a shared node has two states, and more than two states. 

When a sharing node Sbetween two modules has only two states, the probability of 
a virtual node, which has only two states "yes" and "no", and hard evidence on "yes", 
P(V=yes|si)={va, vb} is computed as 
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whereP(V=yes|S=sa) and P(V=yes|S=sb) are the target probabilities of S, and P(S=sa) 
and P(S=sb) are the initial probabilities of S. The result of (3) is a just ratio rather than 
probability value, so it needs to bemodulated by multiplying modulation coefficient 
αuntil both has the value ranging from 0 to 1. 

When a shared node has more than two states, probabilities of a virtual node are 
computed differently. The calculation should be extended in accordance with 
thenumber of the states of a shared node. Let PI={i0, i1, ..., in} be initial probabilities 
of a shared node, PT={t0, t1, ..., tn} be a target probability distribution of a shared 
node, and PV={v0, v1, ..., vn}be a probability distribution of a virtual node where nis 
the number of states of a shared node. Then we can get a proportional expression like 
(4)based on Bayes' theorem. 

nnn vivivittt ⋅⋅⋅= :...:::...:: 110010                 (4)

We can get the ratio of PVfor each states by solving (5). 
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Actual probability distribution of a virtual node can be calculated by multiplying 
modulation coefficient which makes it appropriate probability value. 

Every shared node in BN modules has corresponding virtual nodes, and through 
this channel BN modules can pass their messages to the neighbor modules and 
influence overall network. Virtual linking method enables the creation of networks 
over Bayesian network modules. 

3.2 Selective Inference for Modular Bayesian Networks 

In the updating process of BN modules in MBN, there are two factors we need to 
consider. The primary factor which has great impact on the accuracy of inference is 
the sequence of modules to evaluate. If the target module is updated in the early stage 
it may fail to reflect posterior belief fromconnected modules which causes inaccurate 
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results. For reliability of MBN system, a prioritizing algorithm is required which 
defers the target module's update until all the related modules are updated. Another is 
defining and controlling the range ofmodules to infer. When new evidences are 
observed in several BN modules, there is no need to evaluate the whole BN modules 
since not all of them are propagated to the other modules. 

In order to guarantee reliable results with timely effective inference of MBN on 
ubiquitous devices such as mobile phones or embedded sensors, we update only 
relevant modules in the order of precedence. The precedence of BN modules is 
determined with a simple algorithm. Target modules have the top priority and are 
updated in the end. The second priority is given to the modules that have 
dependencies with the target modules, and modules which connect to the modules 
with second precedence get the next priority. When there are more than two candidate 
BN modules, a BN module with more sharing nodes precede others.Detailed 
algorithm is specified in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code of the selective inference algorithm 

4 Experimental Results 

Experiments are comprised of two parts. The first part contains measurement of the 
MBN's accuracy with sequential order of updating described in the previous section. 
Next, we show that our selective inference method reduces the time complexity of 
MBN compared to monolithic BN. 

At first, an experiment is designed to check the reliability of the proposed MBN. 
We measure the MBN's accuracy by comparing the posterior belief of a target node in 
MBN with that in monolithic BNwhen the same evidence set is given. Three well-
known BN’s, Alarm[11], Credit, and Hailfinder[12]are chosen as the monolithic BN, 
and we designed the MBN’s with 6, 4, and 7 modules, respectively. Some engineering 
work would be needed to optimize the number of modules, but we did not put much 
effort to do it. 

So;    // Sois a stack which contains inference order 
// Module with higher precedence is pushed earlier. 
Qs;    // Qs is a queue which contains candidate modules to be searched 
Ltemp; // Ltempis a list which contains multiple module IDs.  

 
Ltemp= SortbyNumberofVirtualNode(Ψtarget); 
push(Ltemp);   Enqueue(Ltemp); 
 
while(So.Count() != MBN.CountModules()){ 
 if(Qs!= null){ 
  Ltemp= ConnectedModules(Dequeue()); 
  Ltemp= SortbyNumberofVirtualNode(Ltemp); 
 }else 
  Ltemp= SortbyNumberofVirtualNode(Ψremainders); 

 push(Ltemp);   Enqueue(Ltemp); 
} 
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Table 2. Differences in posterior probabilities of target nodes between monolithic BN and  
MBN with different algorithms 

OrderingMethod Alarm Credit Hailfinder Overall 
1) Random order 0.92% 0.87% 1.95% 1.25% 
2) Increasing order based on number of sharing 
nodes 

0.73% 1.03% 3.32% 1.69% 

3) Decreasing order based on number of sharing 
nodes 

1.20% 0.74% 0.62% 0.85% 

4) Increasing order based onnumber of nodes 0.72% 1.00% 3.32% 1.68% 

5) Based on "3", and "5" as asecondary rule 0.67% 1.04% 3.32% 1.68% 
6) Proposed method 0.05% 0.41% 0.07% 0.18% 

 
Table 2 shows the average discrepancies between monolithic BN and MBN for 

three different models for 1000 inferences. The proposed method outperforms other 
methods and its average differences are close to 0%. This indicates that the proposed 
ordering algorithm successfully enables each BN modules to pass and get the 
information. 

The second experiment is about the time complexity of MBN. We measured the 
time of the inference of monolithic BN and MBN on the smart phone whose resources 
and computing power are relatively limited. We create a BN model which is for 
extracting context information of a user in schedule management agent. For 
convenient management and scalability, it is modeled with 7 BN modules of MBN 
which represented in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. A simple MBN model designed for personal schedule management 
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Fig. 5. The time taken to update MBN and monolithic BN 

Average times of monolithic BN and MBN for inference are shown in Fig. 5. At 
the first inference,MBN takes slightly more time than monolithic BN because it loads 
more nodes and edges that are in separated multiple files. However, MBN saves time 
as inference is conducted repeatedly and it reduces significantly at last. This 
experimental result demonstrates the selective inference algorithm makes the 
inference of MBN more efficient and time-saving. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper presented modular Bayesian networks as a system. In order to preserve 
inter-modular dependencies we devised virtual linking method. For effective updating 
of MBN, each module is selectively inferred and passes the result to the neighborhood 
modules in the calculated order. With this MBN system, it becomes easier to design 
and manage probabilistic knowledge representation. Furthermore, it guarantees the 
extensibility so that context-aware system designer can adopt requisite partial BNs 
which are learned or designed previously in different domains, and put them together 
for its own purpose like mash-up. For the future research, inter-modular cycle 
problem should be handled in inference process because it would produce unintended 
posterior probability in MBN. The new method should not be very complex, nor 
increase inference efficiency. 
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